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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1, 2021:

Sunday, October 3, 2021 — Saturday, March 5, 2022
Press & Public Invited to the opening reception:
Thursday, October 14; 5:30–7:30 p.m.; light refreshments & live entertainment
SPECTRA — an exhibition of artworks by
Tracy Silva Barbosa
Kim Carlino
Sandrine Colson
SPECTRA: a plurality of spectrums where art exists, whole and valid unto itself; or the
wavelengths of energetic radiation; extending beyond both materia + mechanica to the truly
spectral- that gossamer grail of Post Contemporary Art: the sublime. The visual melodies of
Barbosa, Carlino, and Colson’s works harmonize through their innate affinities commanding a
glimpse outside the everyday: a golden hour of an exhibition, their momentary impressions
immortalized. Works range from oversized to compact.
Tracy Silva Barbosa (Duende Glass, New Bedford, MA) works on novel surfaces to create
dreamy atmospheres where the urbanity of Metropolis is reframed as a meta-manifestation of
nature Herself; the tracked rhythms of the T becomes for Barbosa a cardial lo-fi drumbeat.
Sandrine Colson (Western Ave. Studios, Lowell, MA) , is an active member of Atlantic Works
Gallery and brings her savvy as an educator, engineer, and entrepreneur to each piece with its

own storied tale. Her most recent body of works focus on environmental impacts both present
and forthcoming.
Kim Carlino’s (Eastworks, Easthampton, MA) paintings and murals have been commissioned by
any happening city in the continental U.S. In both micro & macro scale Carlino’s geometries
elude to a fractal inorganic crystalline yet simultaneously evoking a biological organic, a
gorgeous synthesis where matter is made living, the universe beholding itself as witness.
The artists will be present at the opening reception, Thursday, October 14, from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m., and future events are expected through the run of this exhibition. For further details
please contact Ian Babylon, curator & artist at ian@ianbabylon.com.
#ENDS
Word Count = 260.
About ClipArt Gallery at Clippership Wharf:
In collaboration with Atlantic Works Gallery, Clippership Wharf’s ClipArt Gallery is East Boston’s
newest contemporary art space, highlighting local artists in a rotating exhibition program.
Atlantic Works Gallery is an active East Boston artist collective, dedicated to its members and
their art since 2003. ClipArt Gallery is located at 65 Lewis Street and is open to the public every
Saturday between 12 noon and 4 pm.
Press Contact: Ian Babylon
Additional information, interview, and photo opportunities are available with due notice.
Please call 508-264-6978 or email at ian@ianbabylon.com to set a schedule.
Images:
01: SPECTRA composite title, by Ian Babylon, for free circulation and press use. 2021.
02: Kim Carlino: Earthly Desires, acrylic and gouache on tyvek. 59 x 42”, 2018.
03: Tracy Silva Barbosa: 16 Octaves Below Middle C, print on aluminum, 40 x 40”, 2021.
04: Sandrine Colson: Historic Paris, mixed media and acrylic on canvas, 36 x 36”, 2021.
Credit: courtesy of the artist.

